
FlexiLight Natural Candle Shells
The classy alternative to pillar candles

https://www.heliotron.com/flexilight/?lang=en


Safety Deco Sleeve

Liquid Wax Candle

Natural Candle Shell

A versatile candle that never drips, that won‘t burn down and which is a 
hassle-free alternative to conventional wax candles!

You can choose the model of your choice from two different colors 
and flexible both in length and diameter. The corresponding 
safety deco sleeve will give the natural candle shell its 
realistic optics and enhances product safety: If the candle 
topples over, the safety deco sleeve slightly slides up and 
extinguishes the flame. Our natural candle shells are available 
individually or as a discount-bundle.

Long burn-times of up to 100 hours
No tenacious wax-stains
Does not drip and is burning sootless
Won‘t burn down: always looks brand new
Absolutely safe thanks to the safety deco sleeve
Low cost per burn hour

Order your free sample and 
additional information +49 (0) 7664 9339-0

  

Order your natural candle shell bundle and 
receive three FlexiLight Natural Candle 
Shells in size 35 x 8 cm, 25 x 8 cm and 16 x 8 
cm including 48 corresponding Liquid Wax 
Candles, Safety Deco Sleeves & one of our 
exclusive stick lighters.

Model  SKU
Ivory color  20228990
White color  20228993

FlexiLight Natural Candle Shells

FlexiLight Discount Bundle

Natural Candle Shell Ivory 30 x 8 cm & 25 x 8 cm

Natural Candle Shell Ivory 40 x 8 cm 

Natural Candle Shell White 20 x 8 cm
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Our product advantages as opposed 
to traditional wax pillar candles:

FlexiLight Natural Candles Shells can easily endure significant sun-impact or heat and won‘t 
deform or bend just as traditional wax candles would. Therefore they are perfectly suitable for use 
in lanterns, on candleholders, as a decoration on mantelshelfs or as an eye-catcher in your yard. 
They are the perfect companion for excessive outdoor BBQs or long, cozy winter-nights. There are 
almost no limits to your imagination.
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Find more products @ www.heliotron.com/flexilight/products

20€

NEW CUSTOMER VOUCHER

You think that our Natural Candle Shell is exactly right for 
you and you would like to learn more about our products?

Get in touch with your 
customer-service-representative via phone

+49 (0) 7664 9339-0
and we‘ll be happy to help you or provide you with 

free samples

Heliotron Deutschland GmbH
  Etzmattenstraße 40 

 79112 Freiburg, Germany
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FlexiLight® is a registered brand of
Heliotron Deutschland GmbH
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